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A. Preamble 
Vice-Chancellor Sir, I regard it a singular honour and distinct 
privilege by divine grace of Almighty God, Creator of the 
universe, supreme Architect ofthe "Environment" (my special 
field of intellectual interest), to stand before this distinguished 
audience and fender an account based on my three decades 
plus experience on the intellectual trail. I could not have asked 
for ab t te r  place to have the unique experience of this day. A 
little aver three decades ago, in 1968 having passed out with 
distinction, a year earlier fipm the renowned girls Secondary 
School, Ede, (now Ibadan) I was admitted as 
a relati ,age undergraduate into the pre- law 
degree programme at tms very citadel of learning -"University 
of Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo University). That spelt the 
early beginnings of that which destiny had marked out to be a 
fulfilling career in legal intellectus the Ministry of Justice 
where I transferred fiom as Prim te Counsel to join the 
service of this University as Lecturer I in December 1982). 
Fortuitously, in 1998, three decades later under your 
remarkable Vice-chancellorship I was pronounced Professor 
of Law with effect fiom 1st October, 1995. I appreciate the 
opportunity afforded me by the Senate of the Obafemi 
Awolowo University which confirmed my elevation to the 

1, aria1 chair, to deliver this inaugural lecture barely a 
om the date of the official announcement of my 

: Fact! 

dism (in 1 

:ipal Sta 
T 

promotion to the rank of Professor. 

1 B. Basic 

- .  
pre-law 
udies at 

m e  at- 
versity c 
. . - - - . . - 

Placing my background academic experience in its. proper 
perspective, a sound und~rgraduate programme in law at the 
University of Lanos (where I transferred to after completion 
of the one year ' P r o p  Ife) prepared me for 
postgraduate st the Uni )f London, U.K. and 
Harvard University, U.S.A. ( 1  974175 and 1976- 1980, 
respectively) where I specialised mainly in Company Law, 
Labour Law, International Law, Law of International Trade 
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and United Nations Law. Incidentall-1, the aspect of the law 
whch I make bold to profess today is not one of these, but 
rather a nascent field of the law and legal studies curri~ulurn. 
The holistic impact of my legal training within the intellectual 
crucible of mentors of the likes of Professor Taslim Olawale 
Elias at the University of Lagos; Lord Wedderburn and 
Professors Ryder and Rideout at the University of London; 
Professors Roberto Unger, Detlev Vagts and Louis Sohn at 
the Harvard Law School, prepared me h n l y  as an independent 
legal fesearcher for the rare challenge of venturing into a new 
field of the law, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, distinguishing 
myself in that field such that I am able to stand before thk 
distinguished and erudite audience this evening to profess the 
Law of Environmental Protection under the topic: 
DYNAMICS OF A NEW WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL 
LEGAL ORDER. 

In hindsight, Mr. Vicc sllor, pel to recall that, in 
1988 when Nigeria was embarrassed W h  the serious problem 
of toxic waste dump at one of the country's sea ports, Koko 
several knotty legal issues emerged for which the legal system 
was ill prepared. I was commissioned to present the legal 
discussion paper titled: REVIEW OF EXISTING LAWS 
AND STATEMENTS ON THE EWVIRONMENT IN 
NIGERIA, at an international workshop organised by the 
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) in 
collaboration with the Environmental Planning and Protection 
Division of the Federal Ministry of qorks and Housing. This 
marked the first for me in a series of academic works and 
legal consultancies in the environment field. 

environment is simply the most dynamic issue in the last 
ter of the 20th Century with the emergence ofa &stained 

ilo bal appreciation of the vital nexus between a well-preserved 
environment and the d v a l  of mankind (Okorodudu-Fubma 
1997). In April 1996, Professor Richard Macrow, the hc's 
first Professor of Environmental Law based at the Imperial 
College Centre for Environmental Technology (ICCET), 
delivered the first of such inaugural lecture on the EnViroment 
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in the UK titled: ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENSHIP AND 
THE LAW. REPAIRING THE EUROPEAN ROAD. Mr. 
Vice-Chqncellor, I believe $history is being made here in this 
hall today. I wish to congratulate you for being the first Chief 
'Executive of a University in our country to preside over the 
first inaugural lecture on Environmental Law barely three years 
after the UK experience. Less than a month ago, Vice- 
Chancellor Sir, you were chief host 'at the launching of a 
pathbreaking textbook on this same subject - LAW OF 
ENV7RONMENTAL PROTECTION: Materials and Tw, 
authored by the inaugural lecturer. I congratulate the Obafemi 
Awolowo University for its varied achievements and 
particularly the unrivaled opportunities it affords academic.. 
to excel and prove their mettle in their various fields o! 
endeavour. 

In addressing the inaugural lecture topic I shall consider the 
genesis of international environmental law - issues of inter- 
national and inter-generational equities; define some of the 
major groundrules of international environmental lam: 
reconcile the concept of sustainable development and emergent 
global environmental regime; reflections on the developing 
countries at the crossroads of global environmental politics; 
and finally, consider the way forward in foistering an enduring 
and effective global partnership that would vield a meaninghl 
realisation ofthe goals and aspirations el in AGENDA 
21 in the overall context of the 'Dynar 3 New World 
Environmental Legal Order'. 
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"ormer Prime Minister of Great Britain Mrs. Margaret 
katch~v (now Lady Thatcher), had asserted that "science 
-Ids the key" to the solution of the ozone depletion problem 

as %ell as to its def'ltritior~. This is true to a large extent. I 
made the point in 1992 that it is important to appreciate the 
fact that we have to use the law thrmgh in-built mechanisms 
of legal institutions, legislative control measures, standards 
etc. to turn that 'scientific key', in order to get the desired 
break-thro ugh with the global environmental problems. I share 
the views of the former Prime Minister that national policies 
in this context must be based on sound science, if we are to 
avoid sol\ ing the arong problems or solving the problem~p 
the wong way. A corollary to this thinking is that we must 
create the legal framework (i.e. appropriate regime) for an 
effective implementation of these policies founded upon sound 
science. politics or economics (Okorodudu-Fubara, 1993). 

Chapter 3 9 of Agenda 2 1 which emerged from the 1 992 United 
Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
recognized the imperative of the role of the law in maintaining 
the .delicate balance between environment and developmental 
concerns' or socio-economic considerations. Dean Roscoe 
Pound of the Harvard Law School, is credited as being the 
American leader in the school of ~ociological jurisprudence, 
which is the most apt for the ~mergent environmental 
jurisprudence. According to Roscoe Pound, law is more than. 
a set of abstract norms or a legal order- it is also a process of 
balancing conflicting interests and securing the satisfaction of 
the maximum of wants with the minimum of friction. To this 
end Pound had often utilized the analogy of 'social engineering' 
delinition of law to advance his jurisprudential thoughts (Paton, 
1972). In developing an international environmental regime 
the full realisation by the United Nations Environment 
programme (UNEP), that "law provides order and coddence 
to the international community the order that civil societies 
look toward in resolving social tension", has a finn support in 
a well-testdd jurisprudential school of thought. 
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The 20th Century has witnessed an inchoate international 
environmental law characterized by two major but paradoxical 

the field in the early 
1 , f a  distinct subject 
known as International environmental law. Second, the 
establishment of the United Nations which marked a watershed 
in the development of international environmental law. With 
the UN breathing life into the subject, international 
environmental law began to mature and picked up momentum 
in 1972 when the first global meeting to consider the 
problems of the human' environment was convened at 
Stockholm. This maturation grew with increased global 
environmental ~rotection consciousness. (Okorodudu-Fubara, 
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pragmaiic aevelopmenr ana coairicarion 01 lnrernarional 
environmental law can be traced 'to the Declaration of the 
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, 
Ttockholm, 1972 which emanated from the first UN 
Jonference held specifically to consider the problems of the 
2nvironment. Two decades after the Stockholm breakthrough, 
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UN Conference on in the industrialized countries draws, on the average, thuzy 

Me-tuned the early times more heavily on the limited resources of the earth than 

'int;rnational h;s fellow,rnan in the develbping countries ... . these simvle 
cts inevitably raise the question of equality, and r la1 
stribution between countries and within countrie 

Issues of inter-national equity Solutions to global environmental problems must forge an 
The environmental protection concerns i nanated in the a equitable balance between the countries of the world based 
advanced industrial countries evoked suspicion fkom the on common principles of fairness and rules of collaboration a 

developing nations. (Okorodudu-Fubara, 1988). These fears among sovereign states, backed up by persuasion and 
summarized and addressed at the 1 972 Stockholm Conference, negotiation (World Bank, 1992). We know that countries are 
included: responsible for varying degrees of diverse polluting activities 

1 nvironmental which impact the global environment, for example the emission * Fear that the devel 
standards for prod nerate a "nee- of greenhouse gases. The World Bank data reliably shows 

s from poor that the richer advanced countries have k e n  emitting large 
protectionism eli amounts of greenhouse gases for several years thus 
lands"; contributing a disproportionate share of accumulated gases in 

* Fear that. lasis on I uting tec rcling the atmosphere - about 60 per cent of carbon dioxide from 
niay elirmnate or reduce aemand for some raw rnaterds or fossil fuel. By the mid- 1980s world consumption of CFCs - 
agricultural prod1 rhich pesticide rc 1; was about 

3und to be * Fear that aid for ( nent purposes w 
curtail'ed if the rich lands focused la r own "merated m the Industrial countrie~. \ ..~;ld Bank, 1992). If 

lultilate ronmental 
environmental problems; ities bet itions, the 

* Fear that developed lands will unilaterally dictate enwonmental 4 " EAs will not achieve the set objectives. What we cbserve 
standards to the developing land without considering how to recent times are equity considerations naturally influencing 
relate those standards to the developing lands; and le setting of priorities for international environmental policy 

* Fear that the de will s i  : developing i and law-n lising that if an MEA is to 

:nvironrnental work, coi landswith their ow11 UGLIILILIVII V I  what are 
to give and take, that is, 

cooperate UII LUG platform UL g l ~ ~ a l  partnership. They rarely 
C ose equally fior mcessions 

Panel ( rts at the ~tocWlolm equitable basis goals of a 
Confere~lce confirmed as legitimate but cautioned "should not particular MEA for dealing with an environmental "global bad". 
be exaggerated, certainly border on issues of "international 
equity" and fairness amongst nations. In his opening address 

The Mont tocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone 

to the Stockholm Conference, the Prime Minister of Sweden, Layer, 1.987 a a mime example of equitable fine-tuning under 

OlafPalme saw it as "an inescapable fact that each individual 
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the Protocol and subsequent revisions thereto. Developing 
countries (most of which gene* fd.within the categorisation 
of nations that consume less than 0.3kg of controlled 
substances per capita.pursuant to Article 5 of the Protocol) 
are accorded special concessions under the Protocol. The 
consumptio~l of CFCs in these countries may rise to specific 
ceilings and w& to be fiozen in 1 996. The terminal, date for 
phasing out the substance for these countries is fixed kt 2010. 
The longer grace period accorded developing countries to 
phase out CFCs is to assist these countries to rninimiie the 
attendant burden of switching over to alternate technologies/ 
substances. Added to this, the Protocol provides for (1) an 
Interim Multilateral Fund to help developing countries adopt 

:merits for CFCs if they cost more than what is being 
:d and (2) tfansfer of technology under fair and most 

favourable conditions. 

The Convention on Biological Diversity also expresses inbuilt 
international equity considerations through some new and 
innovative concepts such as the common concern of mankind, 
global partnerships, common but differentiated responsibility, 
finding and technology transfer. The CBD, however, does 
not go far enough in its equitable balancing. The intellectual 
property clause under the Convention does not adequately 
protect the developing countries. This is so, in spite of Article 
8(j) which calls on contracting Parties, within their legislation 
to respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and 
the practices of indigenous and local communities. At the 
Second Session of the Inter-governmental Committee on the 

~nvent io >logical Diversit tyas agn In 
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b~rnrnunitka ~ L I U  mdigenous people. aeveral represenrarives 
called for adoption of new ches to enable indigenous 
and local communities compensated for their 

ntributions to th vation and susta se of bio- 
tersiiy. Thus on ; of equity and fa1 'all parties 

rv  the CBD. thesc ~ ~ ~ ~ m m e n d a t i o n s  wuula necessitate 
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r approa 
to be In recognition of the special ( ~f developing 

countries with economies in transltlon on the develovmental 
scale, the United Nations Framework Conventic irnate 
Change in Article 3 Principle 1 refers to "I 1 but 
differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities". 
Thus, Article 6 of the CCC allows Parties undergoing the 
process of transition to a market economy a certain degree of 
flexiiility in Ilf ir commitr *lent. During the negotiation 
of the CCC ser [siderations had been given to the hct  
that some countries (mcluding Nigeria) are heavily dependent 

orts of fossil fie1 and are likelyto suffer fiom policies 
buli reduce world demand. Suggestions have been made 

that countries may try to adopt by investing in a it will 

mitigate the impact of any Climate change on e : and 
social activities. Moreover, since many developing countries 
subsidize consumption ofcommercial enera, eliminating such 
subsidies would reduce carbon dioxide emissions while yielding 
substantial economic gains. The experience so far in Nigeria 
does not seem to confirm this particular theory. 
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The criterion of "intergenerational equity" naturally flowed in 
with the development of interndtional environmental law 

should be regarded as already bpm The fiction is applied 
only for the purpose of enabling the child if born alive to take 
a benefit. English law is not quite clear whether an infant 
born alive can recover for injuries inflicted before birth. 
Recovery is allowed in Canada, and the trend since 1949 in a 
number of courts in the United States of America is to allow 
recovery. What are the prediiable trends for environmental 
litigation to redress environmental damages inflicted in the 
realm of public domain long before the birth of the plaintiffs 
(i.e. the "fbture generation")? 

through the concept of "sustainable development" presented 
to the world in 1985 by the Commission on Environment and 
Development, chaired by former Prime Minister of Norway, 
Gro Harlem Brundtland, in its report: OUR COMMON 
FUTURE. This has been one of the most revolutionary 
concepts in contemporary history, virtually impacting every 
facet of human society, i.e. politics, economics, sciences, law 
and possibly the basic philos ~risprudence). lophies c 

evelopm 

)flaw Cji 

lent pose The concept of sustainable dl :s intricate issues The concept of human per'sonality will continuc erate 
intellectual controversy. I strongly believe that the opponents 
of a grant of legal personality (rights) and recognition to "future 
generation", in no time will defer to the emerging superior 

.jurisprudential thinking that "future gen " of mankind 
deserve due protection and recognition ontemporary 
laws. The "interests" of this unit of Icgal i.e. 
the 'unborn' 'fbture generation' deserve to be recognised and 
protected by the present generation. The world is beginning 
to appn ynbiotic relationship between the Present and 
Future ions and the maintenance of an imperative 
i n t e r g e ~ l c ~ t ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ a l  equitable balance. The very criterion of 
"intergenerational equity" accords with what Kohler and Pound 
called "jural postulates" of contemporary times. The new 
values which modern civilization has evoked, such as global 

mental protection consciousness and the antendant 
W I I L G ~ ~  of sustainable development and the principle of 
intergenerational equity deserve to be protected by the legal 
system Legal philosophy has a part $0 play in the articulation 
of the values and interests which the ideal iegai system should 
protect. lving the concep tainable development 
law and lciple of intergen 1 equity, justice is the 
goal of tne evolving international environmental law, like 
municipal law with the end goal of justice and adiustment of 
smooth relations between men. Neither municipal nor evolving 
international environmental law can ignore ethics which 
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It has been canvassed that 'future generations , are not legal 
persons capable of being right-and-duty bearing unit under 
law, and therefore not entitled to recognition or even protection 
by law as such. The argument is tha 
right under the law, thus 'future ger 
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for legal personality. It is true that under most legal systems. 
legal personality of 1 rit birth and ends the hum; 
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begins i 
;eparat io with death. Birth cor ~n of the newborn 

from the mother's body. The child in the womb is not legal 
personality and has no rights under the law. Nonetheless, the 
strict rule of "cradle to grave' coverage of legal personality 
has yielded in some instances under some legal systems. For 
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- .  
example, when the maxim nascirurus pro iam nuto habetur 
applies under English law. civil law invented the fiction that 
in all matters affecting the unborn child in utero, the child 
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concentrate on the individual rather than society (Paton). 
Principle 1 ofthe Rio Declaration 1992 proclaims that "Hurnan 
beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable 
development. They are entitled to a healthy and productive 
life in harmony with I I being', in this soft law 
is certainly not restricl leration. Article 3 states 
that. "The right to uevclupmenl must be fblfilled so as to 

:et deve ~ental needs of 
uture ge 

Definihg Groundrules of International 
" vironmentall Law 

nating from the 1972 at ional 
~ J I I  lerences were documents relmcu LU a~ uc~rarailon" not 

 venti ion", and were not intended ,ally binding. In 
national law parlance they are se oft law", which 

may be hardened by subsequent internarional practice: These 
Declarations have played very important role in the evolving 
groundrules of international environmental law. They provide 

ndation levelopment and ltion of 
y intern; :nvironrnental la ofessor 

I m111s aonn of the harvara Law School, in analysing the 
kholrn Declaration had said that: "The tone is 
of a strong sense of dedication to the id ~ i n g  to 
dish the basic rules of international environmental law". 
n 1973). Significantly, the period since the 1970s has 
:ssed the evolution of some critical groundrules with 

s~gdicant implicatiol ~e development of international 
environmental law wi nentum for positive cristilization 
~ a + l v  in the next millemum or possibly sooner 
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Phe Stockholm Declaration and the Rio' Declaration (ana of 
course the Report ofthe Brundtland Repc, t: OUR COMMON 
FT TTURE), like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 

fforts to establish "jural postulate I the civilization 
ur advanced technological devel a1 era calls for. 

These Declarations enunciate some interests andvalues which 
the global community believes deserves to be protected under 
munici~al and international law. The world is changing very 
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jurisprudential thinking are emerging, Such that the unborn 
generation may actually be accorded the status oPbright bearing 
entitv" bv law. Two major conventions which emanated fiom 
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of the most dynamic evolving 'jural postulates' for the 
world environmental legal order is a call for an 

-onment-oriented fundamental right. This has found 
expression in the Constitutions of some sovereign States such 
as Peru (Article 1231, Spain (Article 49 ,  Poland (Article 71), 
Portugal (Article lo), and some states in the United States of 
America including Florida, Illinois, Michigan, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Rhode Tsland and Virginia. Proposals for 

ldments to the Federal Constitution of the United States 
merica to guarantee the right to a healtffil environment 
hot met with the desired success. 
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to :he possibility of codifying an additional human right for 
the purpose of protecting private persons against the hazards 
of pollution. assuring an adequate supply of fiesh water, and 
guaranteeing pure air, to assure man's continued existence on 
our planet (Godey, 1976). Principle 1 of the Declaration of 
the first major international Conference on the environment, 
the 1972 UN Conference on the Human Environment held in 
Stockholm, declares that: "Man has the fundamental right 
to freedom, equalitv and adequate conditions of life, in an 
environment of a quality thaf permits a life of dignity and 
well-being, and he bears a solemn responsibility to protect 
and improve the environment for present and future 
generc This precept was reformulated in Principle 1 
of the seminal Conference on the environment in this 
century. 1 ne 1992 UN Conference on the Environment and 

opment. held in Rio de Janeiro, Principle 1 reads: 
ran beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable 

developmenl. They are entitled to a healthy andproductive 
life in harmony with I 

Devel 
"Hum . . 

second r 
ryr. 

nature". 
.I," ,..d . These soft law principlc3 nlG llot legally binding. 'However, 

before the Rio Reformulation, Principle 1 of the Stockholm 
Declaration had yielded some positive impacts based on the 
attributable influence on newly prom11lgated environmental 
rights under some national laws in the late Seventies 
(Okorodudu-Fubara, 1997). The Stockholm formulation was 
fine-tuned by the Experts Group on Enyironmental Law. The 
Experts Group on Environmental Law was established by the 
World Commission on Environment and Development, to 
prepare a report on legal principles for environmental 
protection and sustainable development, and proposals for 
accelerating the development of relevant international law, for 
consideration by the World Commission on Environment and 
Development. specifically, one of 3s terms of reference was: 
"...to give special attention to legal principles and rules which 
ought to be in place now or before the year 2000 to support 
environmental protection and sustainable development within 
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and among states ". Consequent upon this rnandz , an 
environment oriented fimdamental right was formulatad in the 

%ciple ltal Protc ~d Sustainable 
bpment 1 noup on ment Law in 

I rao. Article I mnereoI, suoritled "Funolamental human 
right" states: "411 human beings have the fundamental right 
to an environment adequate for their health and well-being". 
This formulation is more perth unent specific 
hdamental right as opposed formulations 
under the two seminal Declarations. r ne palm remains that 

of these ~ e c l a r a t i k  is y binding instrument. 
iestion we may ask is, h we make any "legally ' 

meanmgfbl sense" f?om the 'preferred' draft by the Experts 
Group on Environmental Law or the more recent efforts by 
the UN Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and 
Proteci dinorities which  borate Draft 
Dleclal )f Principles c hts and the 
Ervhmmm. And how do we overcome me arguments against 

3riented right? Those who are against 
d that the claims are diicult to realize 

mcause resources are restricted and have to be distributed 
according to many different goals and purposes. Such a 
political decision they believe, shouid not be prejudiced by 
legal guarantees (Steig 0). There is also the obvious 
reluctance of States to 1 :ted to tribunals to answer for 
any infringement of such lndivldual right in the citizen. This is 
clearly reminiscent of early attitude of sovereign states to the 
international law of human rights which celebrated its 50th 
year anniversary in 1 99 - 

product 
bn Hum 

=d an ell 
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: is yet n . * . .  
lo intern; . .. Be that as it may, altho~ 3tional treaty 

which gurantees a fundamental rignt to a healthy environment 
all hope is not lost for the growing international acclamation 
for such guarantees. Remarkably, the concept of citizenship 
under the Maastricht Treaty clearly involves both rights and 
obligations, but the treaty as presently formulated does not 
provide "any legally expressed rights to a healthy environment 
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or indeed quality of life" (Macrory, 1996). However, 
p m c e d d  rights enshrined in the T ~ t y  appears to have given 
leeway to the 'European citizen' to indirectly enjoy the fiuits 
of seeming fundamental environmental rights, whether 
enforced uirectly by the individual or the Commission. For 
example in the 199 1 case brought by the Commission against 
Germany. The court ruled that the1 980 Directive prescribing 

quality s 3 for sulphur dioxide and smoke, in effect 
e indivil le right to aii meeting those>standards. 

pwicrory, 1 7 7"). complaint by a residknt (the English house 
e who had her laundry spread out on the line stained with 
:k soot) in one ofthe United Kingdom's two non attainment 

areas with regard to the 1980 EEC Directive on Air Quality 
Limit Values and Guide Values for Sulphur Dioxide and 
Suspended Particulates triggered an investigation by the 

mmission resulting in Singement proceedings against 
ensmember States. Article 155 of the Treaty of Rome which 

aesignates the EEC Commission as guardian of the treaty's 
implementation, and Article 169 which empowers the 
Commission to initiate proceedings against members state in 

e of infringements, in the European Court of Justice at 
rembourg have made it practicable to some extent indirectly 

., guarantee adequate environment for the European citizen. 

thi5 
wit. 

The prospects are high and on the positive side for the 
- 

realization of an international treaty or regional peaties and 
popular national constitlltional grovisions guaranteeing .H 

hdamental environment rights. The guarantee of such right 
transcends the individual benefit, it enures for the."conrmon 
good". As rightly argued, 'the legal protection of the individual 
environment implies at thesame time a protection of the 

rironment in general that goes beyond the individual 
ltection because the guarantee to the individual of a certain 

, A t y  of the environment will be beneficial to all who share 
; environment (Steigner, 1 980). UNEP the principal body 
hin the United Nations system in the field ofthe environment 

IS devoting attention to the rights of private persons to be 
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assured a sound environment. Alluding to the argument that 
the right to a healthy environment is an extension of the right 
to life, a former Executive Director of UNEP said, "States are 
thus under a moral duty to pursue policies which are designed 
to ensure access to the means of survival for all individuals 
and peoples" '@owdeswell, 1994). One can only hope that 
the enhanced and strengthened UNEP which Agenda 2 1 calls 
for, while actively embarking 01 ther development of 
international environmental law, ular conventions and 
guidelines, i.e. one of the priority areas on which the 
organisation is required tb.concentrate, will initiate the process 
for the adoption of a universal treaty on fundamental 
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zrsy has arisen around new ana mspumg concepts 
and principles emerg the field of international 
environmental law, a h  ng adoption of 'some of the 
most critical internationar ~nsuurnents for the alleviation of 
environmental dl rime example is e of 
sovereignty in re lcept of cormnor n of 
mankind (Dowdeswell IW4). l'hus the UNEP former boss 
bas warned that: "We need to do some creative thinking about 
how to develop jmtmments that will be acceptable to countries 
and their notion: ereignty 1 be able to give us 
some cause for t ction of wl commons". The 
two most critical mruments in recent tunes that have brought 
the issue of sovereignty to the fo the Climate Change 
Zonvention and the Convention logical Diversity, in 
our r-nse to the threat of: (I) global .vanning and (2) loss 
of biodiversity. The question we may ask ab initio is: What 
i re  these notions of sovereignty? Should these be the 
leterminiag hctor - whether or not they a ? Or should 
we be guided by the correct and rational tives of the 

principle of sovereignty in ernergill8 llllernational 

and stil 
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environmental law? The issue is not so much as creating 
"instruments that will be acceptable to countries and their 
notions of sovereignty" as much as accepting and recognising 
the fact that there are or should be limits to state sovereignty 
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DU VCIC om1 law he state ; sitory 
of the ultunate supreme powe :e the sovereign state 
cannot wbject this ultimate aut a supra-power. This 
Anctrirle of sovereignty must not be over-stretched in the realm 

1g international )r the 
td already estab The 

Declarations adopted at the conclusiul~ UL  he two major 
environmental conferences in 1972 and 1992 in almost identical 
provision affirmed the principle of sovereignty of states. 
Principle 21 of the Stockholm Declaration, reads: "States 
have, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations 
and the principle of international low, the sovereim right to 

it their own 
~nmentai that 

activities withzn their jurrsazcrron or conrrol uu nor cause 
damage to tht rment of other States or eyond 
the limits of narzunm jurisdiction". This prin i mere 

ement o ~tional law and has been re-echoed as 
nUN Ge sembly Resolution 2996 (XXVII) 1972, 

as well as in a numtxr of multilateral environmental treaties. 
It has influenced the decisions of the international court, 
regional courts and arbilration judges, as well as local judges 
since the early thirties - as shown in the Trail Smelter Case, a 
landmark environmental pollution case between the United 
States and Canada. Also in the 1957 Case ofPoro v. Lorraine 

olving air pollution fiom a power plant 
i damage to residents across the boarder 

in Weal ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ a n y ,  that basic principle of international law was 
relevant to the decision of the R e  prin peared 
again as Principle 2 in the Rio I ion thus: F have, 
in accordance with the Charter 01 the United hanons and the 
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principles of international Im, the sovereign right to exploit 
their own resources pursuant to their own environmental 
policies and developmental policies and the responsibility to 
ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do 
not cause damage to the environment of other states or of 
areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction". 

Let's face it, we are in the throes of looming global 
environmental crisis - threat of depletion of the ozone layer, 
climate change and loss of bio-diversity. World nations cannot 
tenaciously cleave to a rigid concept of sovereignty at the 
expense of the global good of the entire human race in this 
only life sustaining environment we have - Planet Earth. It is 
noteworthy that neither Principle 21 of the Stockholm 
Declaration, Principle 2 of Rio Declaration, UNGA Resolution 
2996 (XXVII) 1972 nor the pertinent multi-lateral 
environmental treaties suggest absolute sovereignty. The two 
Declarations referred to the "sovereign right to exploit their 
own resources . . . .." (underline for emphasis). And even 
contains the caveat that this sovereignty would not extend to 
"the environment of other States or areas beyond the h i t s  of 
national iurisdiction" (underline for emphasis). What this 
implies is that this sovereign right only extends to the State's 
own resources, not global resource nor the global commons. 
This is where the line must be drawn. We know that the effects 
of environmental degradation cuts across national boundaries. 

is happe ional complexities set in. Moreoker. 
d is notj ~bal village. but it is one in which the 

entlre world share certaln global environmental resources such 
as the atmosphere and the deep oceans, aptly referred to as 
"global commons". And, although not falling within the 
classification of "global commons", biological diversity is a 
matter of international concern and tile benefits from the 
protection of this will accrue not only to the local population 
but also, in different ways to people all over the ww!d (World 
Bank 1992). Thus it is not possible to rely on a national 
regulatory body to devise and implement policies for addressing 
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these issues ofglobal concerns. Solutions to these international 
environmental problems must continue to be on the platform 
of common principles and rules of collaboration among 
sovereign States. When states get together in their sovereign 
capacities, recognising the limitation on the part of the 
individual sovereign state to singularly address international 
environwental problems, it must be assumed that they volunteer 
to this ' body of ', collective power, enshrined 
in that tegime" me that their common goal is 
served. 

'overall ' 

"supra r 
nations" 
to ensur 

>f the dc ~ctrine of sovereignty vis-a-vis State 
liablllty was addressed in the context of the environmental 
crime perpetrated by Iraq during the Persian Gulf War 

-73 

(Okorodudu-Fubara, 1 99 1 ). Some legal analysts have argued 
a 

that "doctrines of national sovereignty and autonomy are 
inconsistent with a thesis that in international law States may ' ' * 

be held to act at their peril" (Goldie, 197 1). In other words, fl 

neither strict nor absolute liability may be imposed on States. .' 
Oppenhehn is hguently cited in support of this view, to w i k  q$% l)r K - ? :  m 

"An act of a State injurious to another State is nevertheless * 
not an international delinquency if committed neither willlklly ' 2$ 

"* 3 
and rnaliciopsly nor with culpable negligence. Therefore, ari 
act of a State committed by right, or prompted by self- 
preservation in necessary self-defence does not constitute an 3 
international delinquency, no matter how injurious it may 
actually be to another State". (Oppenhejm, 1955). On a strict 3 
analysis of this view, Oppenheim does not absolve a state of 
liability as an absolute rule ofinternational law. After all, States 
and not individuals, are the subjects of international law. The 
privilege of sovereignty is vested by law, that is in accordance 
with the principles of international law. It cannot be an absolute 
privilege. Like fimdamental human rights under municipal 
regime, a State's privilege of sovereignty terminates where 
that of another state begins, and we may add (against the 
backdrop of the pertinent provisions of the Stockholm and 
Rio Declarations) when the "global. good" is threatened. 
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(Okorodudu-Fubara, 1991'). Although international 
environme~ltal law is a relatively nascent aspect of international 
law, it is generating indepth legal thoughts that would 
revolutionize fimhm&d jurisprudence by the next milleniium. 
We are fhst moving to the Mint where jurisprudence can assert 
that sovereignty under international regime, especially in the 
evolving international environmental law, lies in the "world's 
peoples" - the present and future generations of mankind 
whose well-being is the end goal of this law. I 
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Fifty-seven years after the sigmg o he United 
Nqtions and the formal establish an 'international 

ganisation known as the United , again peoples of 
: world met through their represei l~a~l~~  IS sovereign states, 

United Nations rence on 
ment, in Rio de from 3 to 

14 June IYYL, as aeclarea inter alia in the preamble to the 
suring Declaration, " mth the goal of estublfshi H I 

d equitable global partnership through the creati w 
vels of cooperation among States, key sectors of societies 
dpeople". Thus against the backdrop of the recognition 

of " f h ~  integral and independent nature of the Earth, our 
: world'z ' agreed ple to constitute a 
artnenl 2nd thu ple 7 of the Rio 

ueclaranon states: --states shall cooperate zn a spirit of global 
partnership .to conserve, protect, a )re the health and 
integrity of the Earth's ecosystem. w of the different 

ntribution to global environmental degradation, States have 
mmon but dgerentiated responsibilities. The developed 

,,untries acknowledge the responsibility that they bear in 
the international pursuit of sustainable development in view 
ofthe pressures their societies place on the global environment 

~d o f  the technologies and financiai *ces they 
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The emergent concept of "global partnershp-- IS not merely 
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cosmetic. It is very much in consonance with the current 
dynamics o n  the global scale. The new trend in information 
technology, particularly the internet, has become a powerful 
tool in drawing the world nations closer - fiom the figurative 
"global village" to b'global home", and is fast forging this 
emergent vision of a "global partnership". Virtually every 
country in the world is now connected through the World Wide 
Web (WWW) where people can gather information from cyber 
space on issues relating to every facet of human endeavour 
including education, health, commerce, development, world 
trade, politics, environment etc. 

by common but differentiated responsibilities, precautionary 
principles, incentive approach-, disputes avoidance.etc. The 
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone 
T.ayer, and the instruments which emerged from UNCED, i.e. 

h a t e  Change ( :ion, Conventio 11 

versity and Age are iuustrative c d 

~nwards actively cultivating the envisaged "glo oal pannasrup '. 
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ie advantages of this "partnership" will be in giving ... eaningful realisation to the concept of sustainable 
development, and nambwing down areas of inequities in 
international trade and economic cooperation which often 
aggravate environmental degradation in developing countries. 
This is what will revolutionize the concept of sustainable 
development and make it, not just feasible but actually 

is clearly an emergent 

This "global partnership" must be comprehensively defined. 
though Principle Rio decl zives some insight 
the defming gr es of th  1 idea of "global 

..rtnershiaW, we can IOOK on to internatloM law to expand 
Ire pertinently within the specific vision of 
1 we can expect this definition to unfold as 

international enviro .rse fields 
including sustainab Ias in the 
course ofthe cirawhg up ul nlultllareral enwonmental treaties 

operations of the UNEE ivironrnental law. 
ti1 such definition unfold : of this lecture 1 

..ldll describe this "global pannersmp" as an agreement 
ween peoples of the world$ sovereign states bound by 
nmon but dflerentiated responsibilities for {he sustainable 
felopment of the world for the en, fpresent 
I future generations of mankind 
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international law 01 cooperation among sovereign states which 
features in treaties including the Charter ofthe United Nations 
to evoking an ethical core which rests upon the ideal of global 

~p founded upon the legal unity of mankind globally. 
'global partnership", honestly pursued, sustainable 

development of the world's nations will remain a mirage, a 
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We are presentlv witnessiw this fiomme impacts ul umluaadle 1 
rorld tra 
nd tariff 

es I 
I 

~rade.in ~ K U K U L ~  ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t l e ~  are aossly alsaavamageous to I 
he majority of de . depend heavily on 1 
trimary commodi mple is the tropical I 

timber industry. The higher taritl on plywood than on logs I 
imposed by Japan and the EU to protect domestic timber I 
industries led to increased environmental degradaticl in Third 1 
World exporting countries which 9 had to pull down more logs. I 

I ne significance of this new concept lies in a shift of emphasis 
on mere "cooperation" amongst states, to that 0of''partnership" 
which spells a stronger relationship, in the envisaged context 
of inter-states relations. Cooperation was the ideal emphasized 
in the UN Charter (see Art. 1.3). UNCED realized that some 
galvanizing concept more fa-reaching in implication is needed 
to pull the world nation's together in a pragmatic sense weU 
before the next millenium to prevent any imminent 
environmental cataclysm This new partnership will be defined 
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to generate the sqne amount of foreign exchange, since logs 
have a lower unit value than plywood. 
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Another fundamental problem with the trar es 
which has been highlighted is the fact that IIUIY urve~opng 
countries have little control over the prices of their conmodit. 
exports. According to the WWF "many of these countries 
only have five or ten per cent of the market share of 
commodities; as such, they are price-takers, not price-makers, 
they take whatever price the market gives them and it lea= 
them little or no room to internalise costs. There is a cut- 
throat competition between developing countries, which is 
destroying their environments, to supplying all the markets". 
(U.K. House of Commons, Environment Committee, 1996). 

The Brundtland Commission in its report "Our Common 
Future" had warned that people must change many ofthe ways 
iq which they did business and lived or the world is bound to 
face terrible levels of human suffering and environmental 
destruction. This warning becomes all the more imperative in 
the spirit of the global partnership forged in Rio. The World 

ions mus unitted to a rethinking that business cannot 
~tinue as ,e must change the ways we do busineqat 

LIE micro &U macro levels of world trade and business politics. 
: global partnership, in sl n ideal "joint enterprise" 
ch the world community 

I l l l y  committed to in all 
nonesty, equity and fair ~lav, ifthe world must realise the set 
goals of sus ment. 

--. 

:nership! 
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Within this glvvill partnership are existing "regional 
s", i.e. ECOWAS, OECD, NAFTA, ASEAN, 

Do these regional partnerships weaken or 
strengthen the UNCED envisioned global partnership, bearing 
in mind the warning by Elizabeth DowdesweU, former UNEP 
Executive Director, that "the safikguarding of our global planet 

the danger of becoming subordinate to the safeguarding 
mow interests and shortsighted economic advantages". 

~ h i n g s  king equal, the answer chould be 'No",judging by 

the ngional trade agreements which incorporate environmental 
concerns into international trade policy. 

The Rio Declaration which calls for a global partnership 
actually does not preclude regional partnerships. The pertinent 
preamble of the Declaration embraces the esta nt of 
this new and equitable global partnership thmugi gtion 
of new levels of cooperation among states, key secrors of 
'societies and people. Thus to ensure that these regional 
partnerships do not weaken the global partnership and its all 
significant goal of c o d o n  sustainable development. at each 
level of government - national, international and global, effort 
must be made to put into practice the c o ~ m e n t  to integrate 

nmental considerations into every policy areas of 
,our - social, economical and political which is the core 

of the Rio Dec: and the I a 21. 
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For us gouthern hemisphere there are the worrisome 
aspect! :volving world environmental legal order. Not 
unexpectedly, developing countries find themselves entrapped 
in unenviable position at the crossroads of global environmental 
politics particularly within the trade-related aspects of 
enviro protection. Most developing countries are 
signatc nultilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) 
which ~ ~ l ~ r a t e s  diverse trade measures such as, import 
bans, quotas and tar@ lrcement mechanisms to tackle 
environmental problen of a total of about 180 MEAs 
screened in 1996, eighteen contained trade restrictions. Three 
of these, i.e. the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wdd Flora and Fauna (CITES); the 
~ o n t i e a l  Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone 
Layer; and the Base1 Convention on the Control of 
Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Wastes and their 
Disposal, actu on the trade restriction clauses for their 
success. 



Trade measures in MEAs pose potential conflicts between 
fbndamerital international trade policy (specifically GATTI 
WTO rules under the provisions of Articles I and III concerning 
national treatment and non-discrimination and Article XI 
prohibiting quantitative restrictions on international trade) and 
global environmental objectives. The only plausible existing 
escape valve for MEAs is Article XX of GATT which grants 
exemptions fiom GATTIWTO principles of non-discrimination 
for trade measures which are taken to protect human, animal 
or plant life or health or to conserve natural resources. 

Developing countries should not jettison the proposal for an 
amendment to Art. XX. The proposal stipulates the addition 
of'% environment" to the list of protection of "human, animal 
or plant life or health" currently granted exemption under Art. 
XX(b). The UK House of Commons Environment C o d t t e e  
as part of its inquiry into World Trade and the Environment in 
its suggested amendment to Art. XX highlighted an 
explanatory note or underst; it the criteria for 

qualifying MEAs thus: 

1. That the Agreement is subject to international law. 
Thc 
unc 

ere is no express reference to the environment or MEAs 
ler this Article XX exemption clause, therefore its utility 

or effectiveness in securing trade measures under MEAs is 
instantly thrown into doubt; more especially in the light of the 
narrow interpretation of Art. XX adopted in the US/Mexican 
tuna-dolphin dispute. (Okorodudu-Fubara 1992). Some, 
particularly environmentalists, have argued for an amendment 
to Art. XX which would expressly allow trade measures in 
MEAs, The WTO. UNCTAD and the developing countries 
do not favour such amendment. The WTO and UNCTAD 
call for a "cautious approach" in this regard. The developing 
countries are worried that any amendment to Art. XX giving 
a leeway for trade measures could beexploited for protectionist 

poses either through MEAs or national legislation, as well 
nilateral trade measures based on Proceses and Production 

..-w ihods and eco-labelling schemes. The dilemma inherent in 
this development is thr. fact that some of the MEAS, most 
notably the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary 
Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal which 
contain trade measures that are potentially incompatible with 
WTO rules, enured to the benefit of the developing countries. 

trade measures in these MEAs have not been challenged 
le WTO, if they were challenged and a similar narrow 
rpretation of Art. XX were adopted as was done in the 

tuna-dolphin dispute, this would be detrimental to developing 
countries which clamoured for an import ban on the shipment 
of hazardous wastes to non-OECD countries. 
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the trade measures would serve the environmental 
objectives of the MEA; prevention of serious harm to the environment. Furthermore, 

Art. 27.3 grants exclusion fiom patentability for "plants and 
animals other than micro-organisms, and essentially biological 
processes for the production of plants or animals other than 
non-biological and mic~obiological processes". This 
differential concept of patentable subject matter under the CBD 
v;~-A-vis the TFUPs Agreement is what poses major concern 

the developing countrie: 

e trade measures 
~vironmental objc 

are esse 
ectives; 

ichieve t 

- the MEA must be global, not regional; 

- trade measures should be considered as a LL resort; . - 
for 

TI.,< 

- the MEA should be open to participation by all parties 
concerned about the envirokmental objectives of the 1112 Third World is the natula~ llavlLal "1. allilost two thirds of 

the world's biological diuyersity. Despite this strategic position 
which it commands. the Third World benefits 
diqoroportionately less than the advanced countries, fiom its 

urally so lo-diversity and related genetic resources. 
reover, ijor concern for developing countries that 

due to the controlling global intellectual property regime, it 
has been very easy for multinational companies, particularly 
in the pharmaceutical industry, with expertise in genetic 
engineering to take unfair advantage of developing countries 
traditional knowledge and associated genetic resources with 
little or no consideration. An example is the agreement 
executed between the Institute ofBiodiversity, Costa Rica and 
Merck & Co. of the United States of America. In exchange 

brck obtained the 
>lants and animal 

racrs ror porenrial arugs or orner commercially viable 
)ducts. Under the contract, if commercially saleable 
ducts were discovered Merck retained all patent rights, 

while the Costa Rican Institute of Biodiversity gets royalties 
ranging fiom 1 % to 3%. Of course, the cost to Costa Ricans 
for procuring commercial drugs/products emanating fiom this 

ill over time exceed US $1 mil lis is the 
which Third World countries wil ie to find 

TnPmselves until their technological situation mroves  and 
ess the CBD's PI s on tecl ; and fair 
I equitable shari~ : benefit ie use of 

genetic resources is ta~thtrully adhered to by the rich advanced 
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Ironically, it is not j e potential conflict 
&th the GATTIW WTO Agreement 
may be potentially incompatible with one of the MEAs which 
emanated fiom the 1992 Rio Summit, to the chagrin of 
developing countries. The success of the United Nations 

~nvention on Biological Diversity (CBD) may be 
mpromised by the subsequent GATT Uruguay Round 

ngreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 
Rights (TRIPS Agreement). Whereas the CBD recognises 
knowledge, innovations practices of indigenous and local 
communities, such as the pray development or 
manipulation of crop varieties by : or discoveries of 
specific tropical f*rest plants with mealcum d u e ,  TRIPS does 
not contemplate this within article 27 "Patentable Subject 
Matter". To be patentable under the WTO intellectual property 
regime, an invention must be new, involve an inventive step 
and be capable of industrial application (including agriculture). 
Art. 27.2 grants exclusion from patentability of certain 
inventions in the interest ofpublic order and mordity, hcludiog 
the protection of human, animal or plant life or health and the 
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countries who control these technologies. The prospect of 
]at happening does not seem very encouraging, especially in 
ie light of the fact that TRIPs was negotiated and concluded 

J e r  the CBD, yet it displays utter disregard for the provisions 
of Art. 16.5 of the CBD which states that, "The Contracting 
Parties mcognising that patents and other intellectualpmperty 
rights may have an influence on the implementation of this 
Convention, shall cooperate in this regardsubject to national 
legidation and international law in order to ensure that such 
rights are supportive of and. d( an counter to its 
objectives". 

g UPOF 
'lants Cc 

What are the options open to developing countries outside 
the "limited" protection provided for the protection of plant 
varieties either by patents or by an effective suigeneris system. 

~ch as the existin (The Union for the Protection of 
ew Varieties of 1 onventions 1 978 and 1992) patent 
-, stem, to which some aeveloping countries have subscribed. 
Considered fiom this perspective and from a strictly legal 
approach to a solution ofthisproblem; there is abundant store 
of knowledge in the genetic resources encased in the vast bio- 
diversity of the Third World. How do we tap this knowledge 
and information as saleable products. This is our basic problem 
in the Third World, the TRIPs Agreement which underrates 
our infornql, communal system of innovation through which 
Third World h e r s  produce, select, improve and breed a 
diversity of crop and livestock varieties and in fact our own 
intellectual property regimes essentially derived fiom the 
Western intellectual property rights model, do not favour us. 
It is high time that developing countries develop their own 
endogenous systems of intellectual property rights. 

.rim can 
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take a c 
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leed, Third World count :ue fiom Western 
isprudence, which has pr .ed the distinction 

between natural plants and animals and genetically modified 
organisms, despite the exception of living material fiom 
patentability under Art. 27.3 of TRIPS and Art. 53(a) of the 
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European Patent Convention. The US Supreme Court In Re 
Diamond v. Chakrabarty ( 1  980) ruled that the pseudomonas 
bacteria, a micro-organism is a patentable invention. It based 
its reasoning on an earlier German Court decision which 
rejected the general "living matter" exception fiom patent 
protection. The decisions of both courts were actually 
influenced 'by the scientific findings on gene structure by 
Watson md Crick inferring ''that life obeyed regularities which 
could be calculable and should be open for manipulation . . . 
gene manipulation and its results should be   at en table" 
(Makuch, 1996). A more incisive decision ex] the 
patenting of life f o k s  was in 1988 when tl rard 
University 'onco mouse' (a genetically engineer muuse 
designed to be more susceptible to cancerous cells) was granted 
patent protection. The European Patent Ofice in approving 
the US onco mouse patent described it as a "transgenic non- 
human mammal", not concerning an animal variety (Makuch, 
1996). Third World Scientists must step up efforts to work in 
concert with the lawyers and judges to evolve either through 
case law or amendment to the Patent laws, definition of 
patentable subject matter that would secure our bio-diversity 
heritage. Furthermore, there is no sacrosanct law biding on 
Third World countries requiring that patentable subject matter 
in their own peculiar circumstance must be capable of industrial 
application. Every country, particularly the developing 
countries should be fiee to evolve their own definition of 
knowledge of what constitutes innovation for patenting 
purposes. Any effort at global harmonisation of intellectual 
propertfi regimes should take cognizance of this in the overall 
interest of .the realisation of the goals of the CBD and the 
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lecture, in wading through the currents 01 contempomy gobal 
envircnmental legal issues, I have pin-pointed pQme of the .'rot 
potatoes fiom the perspective of the law, such as - issues of 
sovereignty, legal personality of the unborn, equities, 
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him all the animals, plants etc., that is, the natural resources of 
the earth, "to conquer". Certainly, not for man to ''destroy", 
"pollute" or "degrade". The Divine bequeathal of the earth's 
natural resource is intended for the advancement of the well- 
being of man. The foremost Natural Law therefore enjoins 
the conduct of man towards this goal (Okorodudu-Fubara 
1998). 

- 

hdamental rights Sustainable development, global partnership 
and trade/environment conflicts; with apt reflections and 
suggestions proffered in each instance which I believe can 
advance the ongoing global environmental controversies to 
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ions on 1 sues. ..- *t _ - a strong aavocate or law as a vital link III ine chain of 
measures for the solution of our pressing global environmental 
problems. Law exudes "order". the orderly management or 
regulation of the diverse facets of the human society. The 
mere fact that "environmental law" as a distinct branch of the 
law, is late in coming on-stream in comparison with other 

ts of law, for example 1; mtract, I, torts, 
nal law, commercial ~r tgage  tution, 

conveyance etc., does not undermine the enormous unportance 
of this lately "discovered" aspect of the law. No doubt, 
environmental law provides a useful tool for solving 
environmental problems. In attempting to check man's 
excesses through the power of modern technology which 
stresses the fragile web of our planetary environment, 
environmental law basically involves defining the relationship 
of human beings with the world they inhabit, that is, the limits 
to which man may impact upon the environment throu-'- '-' 

ies (bkorodudu-~ubara 1998). 
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With the proper laws in plat :rational 

levels coupled with a mor .o mental 

Organisation to undertake the task or cooralnatea and well 
focused management of international environmental affairs, 
the world will surely survive the looming environmental crises 
more noticeable in the last quarter of the 20th Century, and 
maintain the earth as the "home" fit not only for human life 
but also our "co-tenants" - other living things i.e. animals. 
insects, plants, micro-organisms, within the ecosystem of the 
planetary environment that supports us. 
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on environment and sustainable development. This goes 
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twork of global environmental management and the transfer 
' all matters relating to the environment and sustainable 
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law or international environmental l awcan  yet claim 
"'mprernacy" over and above other aspects ofthe law including 
Roman Law, elicited several centuries ago. Partit 
in mind the fact that the environment and the 'h .w" of 
environmental protection which accomoanied it Prt:~t:~ed the 
emergence of man on this plane Genesis states 
that when God created the uni it was good". 
God said to Adam (the fist man created) that He has given to 
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r 
regime built &round si new Global Environmental Organisation. 
The tradelenvironment conflicts issue is particularly a 
worrisome one as pointed out in this lecture. It has been 
suggested that the Global Environmental Organisation would 
be the ideal solution to several of the trade/environrnent 
conflicts, because it would ensure that the trade interest did 
not have the final say. The International Court ofJustice would 
have the ultimate authority to resolve any policy disagreement 
between the proposed new GEO and the WTO on trade, 
environment disputes. 
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Mr. Vice-Cha as a Third World citisen, I am naturally 
inclined. withi ntext of this inaugural lecture. to come 
up with some proposals for our peculiar position which can 
improve our lot in this country and other developing countries. 
h41 experience as one of a 2-member Nigerian Delegation to 
the First Meeting of the Conference of the Parties (COP) to 
the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary 
Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal, in 
Piriapolis. Uruguay in December 1992, impressed upon me 
the strong conviction that the Third World must look inwards 
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prescribing the "right to an environment adequate for 
health and well-being of the citizen. (The proposed 
Global Environmental Oganisation - "reborn" UNEP, 
should initiate the process for the adoption of a 
Universal Tqeaw on Fundamental Environmental Rights 
before the end of the fist decade of tht illenium; : next .mi 

. . .  
amendment of the Patents and Desighs ~ c t ,  Cap. 344 
LFN 1990, to reflect a homegrown system of intellectual 
property rights, that is, an intellectual propertys regime 
which accommodates and recognises innovation in the 
Afkican traditional or informal sectors. Judges, with 
the assistance of lawyers should employ ingenious 
reasoning to establish legal basii for the patentabiity 
of pertinent traditional systems and knowledge through 
which our plant and animal breeders, produce, improve 
and breed a diversity of crop, plant and animal varieties. 
If we do not uplift the definition and value of our 
traditional knowledge, science and technology, the 
developed world will not do it for us. It pays them to 
downgrade this traditional systems, as TRIPS obviously 
did; 
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I, plant-r and anir nal bree work ir ders to I 

boration with expert scientists in our tertiary 
irtions to search for chemicals in animals, plants 
,- nsects for extracts for patentable drugs or other 
commercially viable products. Select universifiesl 
polytechnics shouldbe identified as centres of excellence 
for this purpose; 

the F 
-- -, 

ederal Environmental Protection Agency to embark 
:suit-oriented collaboration with expert scientists 
tiary institutions in consonance with the provisions 
le Decree establishmg the Agency. The Federal 

Government must make the Agency fjnancially viable 
to be2able to function as recommended and in 
accordance with Sections 4 & 5 of the Decree; 
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the Federal Government to allocate 5% of the national 
budget annually to our tertiary ind other research 
institutions, to promote scientific research that would 
sustain the country's technological development; '. - well meaning rich Nigerians and philanthropists to 
actively support scientific research and any identified 
cause of the environment, i.e. protection of wild Me, 
protection of birds, preservation of virgin forests etc., 
while they are alive and subsequently through 
bequeathal in their wills. We cannot rely solely on 
fmancial resources mechanisms provided under the 
international accords for our technological growth. It 
is endogenous efforts, sacrifices and support that would 
free developing countries from the shackles of 
technological backwardness; 
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ncmy enaowea, to Invent tnt: technology and device 
products for which patents are obtainable. The Federal 
Government should evolve well articulated ways and 

I to stop the incessant brain drain in the country, 
: the nation cam be the full beneficiary ofthis wealth 
~wledge and expertise in our people that can set 
solidly on the pal a1 development 
s attendant impr f We; 
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- the Federal Ministry of Justice is to carry out an 
inventory of all MEAs to which Nigeria is party, and in 
consultation with FEPA, ensure complia~lce with 
Section 12(1) of the 1979 Constitution. Most of the 
treaties, including MEAs, to which Nigeria is party have 
not satisfied this constitutional provision although 
Nigeria is bound by any such treaty to which it is a 
party by virtue of customary international law 
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(Okorodudu-Fubara. 1 988). Addages and h e  fits 
accrue from compliance with S.12(1) of the 1979 
Constitution and typical clauses in MEAS requiring 
legislative action at national level to e m  reahation 
of the goals and objectives of 1 gives an 
MEA force of law locauy and luak and 

government functionaries to me exwrencr: of these 
MEAs acknowledging that all hands must be on deck 
to realise these environmental goals and objectives. We 
are all stakehc 
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eotected and safe national/ 
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Mr. Vice-Chancellor, distinguished ladies and gentlemen thank you 
1 for your attention. 
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